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United States due to a visit to Syria
in March.
His plans to visit the Eastern
United States and the Western
Province were cancelled due to
this unfortunate circumstance of
the denial of his visa. The Rector
Major asked me if I and the
provincial council would be willing
to meet him in Canada or
somewhere in Mexico. We chose
Tijuana since it was closer to our
California border and easier to
reach without much traveling.

Dear Salesian sisters and brothers,
On Sunday, September 9th, the
provincial council and I traveled
from Los Angeles to Tijuana,
Mexico, around three hours away.
Our journey together seemed like
a pilgrimage as we traveled, all in
one van, to encounter someone
special. We were on our way to
greet our Rector Major, Fr. Angel
Fernandez Artime, at the Tijuana
airport. Fr. Angel, his secretary, Fr.
Horacio Lopez and Fr. Tim Ploch,
our Regional for the Inter-American
Region were arriving for a very
brief visit with the Provincial
Council of the Western Province.
Fr. Angel was coming from
Canada, through Mexico City, after
his visit to the Eastern Province in
Canada.
As you may recall, our Rector
Major was denied entry into the

After greeting the Rector Major at
the airport on Sunday afternoon,
we journeyed to the residence of
the Salesians and the Volunteers
working in Tijuana for dinner. The
Salesians from the Guadalajara
Province did a marvelous job in
welcoming us, accommodating us
and making us feel welcomed. I
wish to thank Fr. Hugo Orozco,
Provincial of the Guadalajara
province, for his hospitality and
kindness. We felt very much at
home. THANK YOU!
The dinner on Sunday night was
held in the Salesian residence and
included our provincial council and
a few members of the local community. It truly was an intimate
experience with Fr. Angel and
allowed us to carry on a good
conversation with him. After a
wonderful dinner, we were
escorted to a hotel nearby, where
we would spend the night.
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On Monday morning, the
provincial council and I had
scheduled a visit to the
desayunador, a Salesian dining hall
where several hundred street and
homeless people are fed. The
“desayunador” not only offers
food but other services such as
medical and psychological
assistance, haircuts, showers and
dormitory facilities for 30 men. We
spent an hour touring the facilities,
meeting staff members and seeing
the men being given a very good
meal. We were impressed with the
ministry being done there (very
close to the Border with the United
States) and the dedication of so
many people who contribute in
some way. The American Consul
for Mexico was also present. She
had come to offer donations and
help. Many of the people who
frequent the “desayunador” are
men and women who have been
deported from the United States

and have no place to go.
After an hour or two, the Provincial
Council and I left for the Salesian
Residence where we ate breakfast
with the Rector Major and other
members of the house. Then the
Council and I spent several hours
with Fr. Angel in a dialogue which
proved to be very helpful,
encouraging and challenging.
During the time with Fr. Angel, the
council was asked about our
relationship with each other, our
ability to work as team, strengths
and weaknesses of the province
and what we felt the confreres
thought of us. What was the
province’s perception of us as
council and our work. Our
discussion was honest and open.
In the end I felt encouraged by the
work we have been doing as a
council and province. The Rector
Major listened but also gave some
words of advise, challenge and
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encouragement. He seemed
happy with our council, felt it was a
strong council and was able to
During our conversation with the
Rector Major, it was noted that
among the many strengths in our
province, two stood out. One was
our ability and ease in working
with the laity and secondly, our
diverse cultural reality. Fr. Angel
was pleased to hear that we have
made great strides in working with
the laity and allowing them to
assume positions of authority in
the province. He also strongly
challenged us to fight for culture
diversity, to fight against racism
and clericalism. Fr. Angel asked us
to be counter cultural when it
came to acceptance of different
cultures. We in California (and
Texas) are in the forefront of a
movement toward cultural
diversity. We can teach the rest of
the world how to live with a
multicultural and multi-ethnic
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reality. While many countries (and
Salesian Provinces) are taking steps
backwards in regards to their
openness to immigration and
outsiders, we in the West can be
that sign of welcoming and
openness to others from different
countries and background. There
are certain Salesian provinces that
feel that they do not need anyone
from outside their country. They
believe that their province, country
and territory belong to them only.
The Rector Major, with great
passion, said that this mentality
was wrong and not the direction
that the Church and the
Congregation is taking. Be signs
of inclusivity in a world of
separation and exclusivity.
Fr. Angel thanked us for making an
effort to move in this direction.
Another very strong word of advise
was to counter “clericalism.” In a
sense it is a similar movement to
that of exclusivity. . Clericalism is
found in those who feel that they
are apart and “better” than the
other. They might even dress in a
way that separates them. We need
be with the people, with poor
youth and smell like the sheep.
Much of this clericalism stems from
a need and hunger for power and
not from a humble desire to serve.
While as a provincial council we
need to animate the province, we
must also govern. Sometimes
difficult and strong decisions need
to be made to keep the mission of
serving the young at the center of
what we do and who we are. The
decisions that the provincial and
his council make are for the sake of
the Mission.
The Rector Major also spent a
good amount of time reviewing
with us the summary of the last
Extraordinary Visitation report of
2013 given to our province by
Pascual Chavez. Fr. Angel seemed
pleased with the progress we have
made and the direction we have

taken. He mentioned that much of
what we shared informally with him
there in Tijuana, was what the
Pascual Chavez’s report was telling
us to do. We understood our
weaknesses and our strengths and
were working in the right direction.
He encouraged us not to be afraid
to confront our weaknesses and
problems and make strong
decisions, even when they are
difficult to make and not accepted
by all the members of the
province.

Fr. Tim Ploch will preside at the
Eucharist. We welcome the
Salesian Family to come and
celebrate this special day and
moment of grace for the province.
We congratulate Peter and wish
him all the blessings necessary for
his future ministry. May God grant
him humility, courage,
perseverance, deep joy and a full
life of service and fraternal love.
With warm regards and grateful
heart,

After our time of dialogue, we
joined the local community for
Eucharist and a festive lunch. By
3pm, the Rector Major and his
secretary, Fr. Horacio, were on
their way to the airport to catch a
flight back to Mexico City and,
then, off to Rome.
I am thankful to God for this
special moment with the Rector
Major, for the warmth and
welcoming of the Guadalajara
province and the ability to share
with each other our desire to
strengthen our Mission and
fraternal experience. In the
months to come, I will continue to
share some of our reflections that
stem from Fr. Angel’s visit and time
with us.
The Council and I are meeting
these days in Bellflower. We will
finish our meetings tomorrow,
Wednesday, September 12, at
noon.
On Sunday, September 16th, the
province will celebrate the
perpetual commitment and
professing of final vows of Br. Peter
Le. We are grateful to God for
Peter’s presence and contribution
to our province. We welcome
Peter as our Salesian Brother
committed for life and with
perpetual vows. The Mass of
Profession will be held at St.
Dominic Savio Church in
Bellflower, at 3:30 pm.
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Get to know...
Kris Tran
By Kris Tran
Novice
Hello everyone!
My name is Kris Tran. I’m currently
a Novice in our Province. I was
asked to share a little bit about
myself. So here we go…
I was born in Saigon, Vietnam in
1988. My family and I left our
home country for the U.S. in 2008
when I was about to be 20 years
old. I have a mother and a father in
my family. It is very nice to have
them in the house. We were such a
happy family until one day when
my mother was diagnosed with my
little brother in 1995. Then from
1996, I had to learn how to share
everything with another little
human being. I guessed God has
prepared me to practice living the
Vow of Poverty since then.
I grew up as a normal kid, or at
least I’d like to think that I was a
normal one. However, I don’t think
we have a lot of space here, so
let’s fast-forward to 2008 when my
family arrived to America. It was
January 17th, at 10AM, LAX. I set
my first steps on American soil. We
were warmly welcomed by a
beautiful sunny day and the Great
Economic Recession. If it wasn’t for
God’s blessings through many
people and my parents’
persistence and hard-working
virtues, I really don’t think we
could stay as a unit.

As for me personally, I have to give
thanks to God’s patience.
In short, let’s just say that my faith
is a “y=sinx diagram”. I was very
faithful as a kid because of my
parents, but I went through almost
all my teenage years as an
agnostic. Faith wasn’t anywhere
near my priority list.
But then again, because of my
parents’ persistence tiate. in
prayer, God worked mysteriously
and slowly in my life to guide me
back step by step, using even my
own obstacles and my sins to push
me away just to pull me back and
unfortunately for you all, I
somehow ended up here in the
Novitiate.
As you can already tell, there is still
a lot of things I need to work on
myself. So please be patient with
me and pray for me and my fellow
Novices. We will pray for all of you
and I will try to be as teachable as I
can be.
Mary, Help of Christians
Pray for us.

Favorite Movie(s): Big Hero 6, Arrival,
Avengers: Inﬁnity War

Favorite Ice-cream: Coffee Ice-cream with Kahlua

An Interesting Fact: I just became a US citizen in
June this year and I’ve never been back to Vietnam
since I left.
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Sharing the Mission:

Gathering of Directors and Presidents of Salesian Schools
By Br. Al Vu, SDB
Coordinator of Education
As part of an ongoing effort to
systematize our schools in this
province, the directors and presidents
of our five salesian high schools
gathered at Salesian College
Preparatory, Richmond for the first
time this pastoral year. On the agenda
was a reflection on the relationship of
various roles of animation in our
schools: president, director, principal,
and CYM. Bro. Al Vu and Mr. Bill
Goodman led the group in a lively
conversation to clarify and deepen our
understanding of what is needed to
animate our schools through the lens

of Salesian Youth Ministry: Basic
Frame of Reference as a guide. This
meeting is part of a wider process that
was initiated over the summer by the
leadership of our schools in order to
give greater importance and priority
to the ministry of schools. It is also an
opportunity for SDBs and lay
collaborators to share in articulating
structures and creating processes for
reflection that will help ensure the
charismatic identity of our schools into
the future.
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St. John Bosco H.S

New Computer Science Pathway is HERE, New Comptuer Lab on THE WAY
By Victor Curiel
St. John Bosco Student
In response to the community’s
need and desire for computer
science curriculum, Bosco’s
administration looks to begin
construction on a computer lab in
the 300 building to serve a brand
new Computer Science Pathway.
The new pathway was established for
students who felt that they weren’t
adequately prepared for all the new
challenges and career opportunities
that come with our fast-paced, highly
technological world. It also gives
those students already knowledgeable
in the field a chance to hone their
skills with further instruction.
Several faculty members have
reported being concerned that their
students may be at a disadvantage as
future professionals in current
tech-heavy industries.
“We saw a growing need across the
student population. A lot of students
were asking about it, and it’s kind of
an intimidating class to teach, so not
many teachers were willing or knew
how to [teach the classes],” Computer
Science Pathway co-founder and
coordinator Mr. Nathan Corkhill said.
“Mr. Pillon and I really wanted to help
our students achieve this. We both
have some past history in coding and
we took some classes this summer. We
are really interested in it and so we
got this thing going.”
Members of administration were
equally aware of growing student
need for computer science classes.

“How the pathway started was really
built on student need. What these
students want– and it became very
apparent–not only at this school but
many schools, that computer science,
programming, coding, app
development was something that kids
wanted to have,” said Mr. Salmingo.
Bosco administration has long wanted
to create and fund a Computer
Science Pathway, but the pathway for
initially scheduled to launch at a later
date due to the construction of the
new football field. Although thanks to
an anonymous donor, Mr. Pillion and
Mr. Corkhill being willing and able to
teach, and the efforts of our
administration to make it all happen,
the plan came to fruition much sooner
than originally planned.
Currently, administration is negotiating
the terms for construction of the
school’s new computer lab. In the
meantime, new Computer Science
and AP Computer Principles cources
were added to the school’s academic
curriculum for those wishing to
become versed in the art of
programming, coding, web design
and maintenance.

Right time, right place and now it’s
going.” Said Mr. Corkhill
Mr. Pillon and Mr. Corkhill both hope
to be able to teach their students
advanced computer programs and
principles to better help them get a
job in a tech field and use their own
computers more efficiently.
Even for Braves with no experience in
computer science, there’s no need to
worry! The program is open to anyone
willing to learn regardless of prior
knowledge.
“Everyone, whether they have no
coding experience at all, can come in
and learn what it takes to then pass
the AP exam.” said Mr. Pillon of his AP
Computer Principles class.
So if you want to get a leg up on the
latest tech trends and acquire relevant
skills, or just have an elective class to
fill, remember to consider Computer
Sciences and Computer Principles as
options.

“We’ve had a lot of stories [from
seniors] that said they wished they had
this when they were here, and our
principal, Dr. [Christian] De Larkin,
heard the same thing. So when we
said we were willing to do it, he
jumped all over it and we got lucky
with an anonymous donation as well
to build a computer lab upcoming. So
it kind of just worked out perfectly.
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Don Bosco Technical Institute
Gear up for High School
By Karen Krynen
Bosco Tech Communications Officer
Don Bosco Technical Institute
(Bosco Tech) will present “Gear Up
for High School,” a high school
preview night for elementary and
middle school students on
Wednesday, September 26, 2018,
from 6:30 to 8 p.m. on the school’s
Rosemead campus.
During the complimentary event,
representatives from local Catholic
private and archdiocesan high
schools will provide information
and answer questions about their
admissions process, curriculum,
and academic and extracurricular
programs.

“’Gear Up for High School’ is a
great opportunity for students to
learn more about the many quality
Catholic secondary schools in our
area,” said Bosco Tech Principal
Xavier Jimenez. “We’re gathering
local high schools as a
convenience for families in the
community. They can learn about
several different schools in one
place.”
Call (626) 940-2011 or email
admissions@boscotech.edu for
more information. Parking is
available in both the lot located on
San Gabriel Blvd. and the lot off
Arroyo Dr., between Rose Glen
Ave. and Paramount Blvd.

2018 College Fair

Bosco Tech is an all-male Catholic
high school that combines a
rigorous college-preparatory
program with a technologyfocused education. The innovative
curriculum allows students to
exceed university admissions
requirements while completing
extensive integrated coursework in
one of several applied science and
engineering fields. On Niche.com’s
list of top boys high schools and
Catholic high schools in California
and the U.S., Bosco Tech boasts a
four-year college acceptance rate
of 100 percent, with the majority of
graduates pursuing STEM-related
post-secondary majors and
careers.
Visit www.boscotech.edu or
call 626-940-2000 for more
information.

Bosco Tech will host its annual college
fair for local high school students and
their parents on Tuesday, October 2,
from 6 to 8 p.m. The complimentary
event will feature representatives
from public and private universities
and colleges across the country.
Register:
www.eventbrite.com/e/2018-don-bosco-technical-institute-college-fair-tickets-48818246690
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St. Dominic Savio Parish
Fall Fiesta 2018
By Pam and Bill Parnell
Parishioners
Join the St. Dominic Savio
Community September 28, 29, and
30 for our annual Fall Fiesta! There
will be food for purchase
sponsored by various parish
groups, games, and rides for all
ages! Don’t forget to buy tickets
for our mega raffle! This years
grand prize is $10,000!
St. Dominic Savio Parish is located
in Bellflower, CA.
13400 Bellflower Blvd.
Bellflower, CA 90706
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Rector Major Visit
Fr. Angel Fernandez in Surrey
By Fr. Tim Zak, SDB
Provincial - SUE
(Surrey, B.C. – September 5) –
Fr. Angel Fernandez Artime began his
visit to the Canadian section of the
province of the Eastern United States
and Canada (SUE) on Monday,
September 3. He and Fr. Horacio
Lopez, the Rector Major’s secretary,
were greeted at the Vancouver airport
by a group of Salesian young people
and their adult leaders, together with
Salesian Cooperators, SDBs from the
Salesian presence in Surrey, and the
entire SUE provincial council. They
returned to Our Lady of Good
Counsel Parish in Surrey, where the
SDBs and some Salesian Cooperators
congratulated Fr. Angel on his 40th
anniversary of profession. During his
visit, Fr. Tim Ploch, general councilor

for the Interamerica Region, is
accompanying Fr. Angel and acting as
translator.
On Tuesday, September 4, Fr. Angel
presided at the parish morning Mass.
The Knights of Columbus and leaders
in the Polish community prepared a
hearty breakfast for the Rector Major
and the Salesian Family. For the rest of
the morning, the Rector Major met
with the SUE provincial council. With
fatherly concern and brotherly
support, he invited the members of
the council to share some of the
strengths and challenges of the
province. They also discussed the
service of leadership of the provincial
and the council.
The Rector Major observed that the
province is not asleep but is full of life,
and it shows signs of great hope:
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new vocations, a good sense among
the confreres of our religious
consecration, and some clear choices
to work for the poorest youths,
especially among immigrants. He
offered some guidance in charting the
way ahead, including transparency
and accountability for leadership at all
levels, and clarity in the mission—
Salesians are dedicated to young
people, especially those living in
poverty and most at risk. The province
should not feel bound to the way
things have always been done in the
past, but face today’s challenges with
a realistic assessment of the situation,
creativity, and flexibility, as Don Bosco
would do.
Archbishop Michael Miller, CSB, of
Vancouver joined the Rector Major
and the Salesian Family for a lunch
prepared by the Catholic Women’s
13

League of the parish. In the afternoon,
Fr. Angel met with the SDBs from
Surrey and Edmonton and the
provincial council. After having visited
80 provinces and personally greeting
10,400 SDBs, he is able to speak
confidently about the good health and
beauty of the Salesian Congregation.
Despite difficulties, which are part of
life, we can see so much good being
done by Salesians on every continent.
Fr. Angel spoke with the confreres
about challenges facing the Congregation today, including the continual
need to deepen our sense of religious
consecration and strengthen our
Salesian identity. Acknowledging our
limitations and even failures as
individuals and as a Congregation, we
move forward on the path of
conversion and purification, so as to
give clearer witness to the beauty of
our vocation.

Participants in this evening encounter
were invited to honor the Rector
Major’s visit by contributing to a fund
to dig a well in Ghana. Contributions
can be made at
www.salesianmissions.org. The
evening concluded with everyone
joining in singing “San Juan Bosco,
Bienvenido,” and posing for a large
group photo.
On Wednesday, September 5, Fr.
Angel presided again at the parish’s
morning Mass. He then blessed the
convent of the Salesian Sisters, who
arrived in Surrey just one month ago.
He greeted the students at Our Lady
of Good Counsel Elementary School
and gave the Good Morning thought.
From Surrey, Fr. Angel will travel to
Toronto, continuing his six-day visit to
the Canadian parts of the SUE
province.

At Vespers Fr. Angel received the
promises of two new Salesian
Cooperators as well as the renewal of
the promises of all the Cooperators
present. Vespers was followed by a
festive dinner prepared by various
groups of the Salesian Family: SDBs,
FMAs, Salesian Cooperators, ADMA,
leaders of the Salesian Youth
Movement, and past pupils from
Canada, the USA, the Philippines,
Hong Kong, Colombia, Poland, Italy,
and India.
The evening concluded with an
encounter with the young people of
the Salesian presence in Surrey. The
children’s choir from Our Lady of
Good Counsel Elementary School
began the youthful gathering with a
song. This was followed by songs from
the Hispanic choir. Fr. Angel offered a
few thoughts and then entered a
dialog with the young, answering their
questions about his vocation, living
the faith in today’s secular society, the
value of the arts in Salesian education
and the lives of the young, etc.
Members of the Praise Team
danced—and Fr. Angel joined them
on the dance floor.
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Loneliness –
A Threat to Your Health (Part 2)
By Sheila Kun RN, BA, BSN, MS
(Salesian Cooperator)

Last week we began the conversation
about loneliness. The disclaimer that I
have on that piece is, after reading it
one more time, my own rambling on
loneliness is based on my life
experience. In the scientific world, you
would ask for evidenced base work to
substantiate the claims. I faintly
remember that I had taken a webinar
on Intimacy, Loneliness and Solitude in
May 2014. This was co-sponsored by
the National Religious Retirement
Office and Avila Institute of
Gerontology. The presenter was Sean
D. Sammon, FMS, a Marist Brother
who is the author of several books and
numerous articles examining the
interface of faith and social science.
He was the Scholar in Residence at
Marist College, Poughkeepsie, NY
when I took the webinar. You can
Google this piece for more in depth
presentation on the subject. But I
decided to review his webinar once
more time and highlight the key
points for you. I will present his
definition of loneliness and how it
relates to the development of our
self-esteem this week; then we will
examine other elements that tie in
with loneliness.
Sean defined loneliness as a complex
and usually unpleasant emotional
response to isolation or lack of companionship. He went on to say that it
is the feeling of sadness resulting from
being forsaken or abandoned.
According to many experts, loneliness
is not necessarily about being alone,
rather it’s the perception of being
alone and isolated that matters most.

The important point is the word
“perception” because you cannot
change reality but you can change
your perception of the situation. Sean
felt that in order to understand
loneliness in the different stages of our
life experience, we have to
understand the sequences of our life
development and its developmental
milestones: infancy, childhood and
adolescence – we witness physical,
intellectual, emotional and sexual
changes. The early years of adult life is
the most stressful time in exploring
our identities of who we are, and what
we want to be. By midlife, we know
and love ourselves, and we know
ourselves well. Also we begin to be
concerned about mortality questions.
The last life’s chapter is the later years
- 65 years and older. Our life, while
going through these stages,
represents times of stability. You have
a sense of looking forward towards the
future, building a life for yourself and
incorporate hopes, dreams, goals and
values. Your identity of who you are is
well formed during the adolescent
years. Your identity and self-esteem is
challenged when there is a transition
in life; major career change, end of a
relationship, death of a significant
others… You cannot go back to where
you come from and you do not know
where you are going. Loneliness
creeps in when you perceive you are
struggling alone.
Feeling during times of transition:
1) Disengaged – you feel cut off or in
a bubble.
2) Disoriented – you don’t know what
your options are.
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3) Disillusioned – you don’t know what
is coming up.
4) Familiar roles don’t make much
sense anymore.
Being a senior beyond retirement age,
I can definitely echo the last point –
my whole life has been a care provider
in a health field, what am I going to
do if I choose to retire? The role of an
“ordinary” housewife does not seem
to be very appealing. Indeed, it is
during this life transition that the loss
of role or identity is very evident. I
can’t imagine myself living in a small
silo, away from all the professional
contacts, and feeling worthless. Unless
I explore my options for living and
make wise choices/preparations, I
could easily fall into the retirement
trap lamenting how to handle the
ample time that I never had.
Therefore, my friends, especially those
who have gone through erupt life
changes (such as declining health, loss
of spouse or significant others, loss of
job etc.) be aware of the challenge to
your self-worth. Loneliness waits for
you around the corner unless you are
clever enough to be one step ahead
of the game; make adjustment to your
role, explore options and handle these
life crises knowing that you are good
and be ready to look forward.
Your homework assignment from the
Care Ministry this week: Identify life
changes and their impact on your
friends. Do you see the shadow of
loneliness in some of the situations?

The Care Ministry welcomes your
comments/suggestions:
kunlouis@gmail.com
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